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CHAPTER VI. 

OF ADJUSTMENTS. 

257. A.djuetmen•• Deaned and ('la••ed.-Tbe word "adjust
ments" was introduced by Professor �illis, in  order to compre
hend under one general tern1 all contrivances for varying at will 
the comparative motions i n  a ma<;hin?· �very adjustmen� may.
be regarded as an aggregate comb1nat1on 1n which the action is 
temporary or intermittent; and the various kinds of adjustments
might have been classed under the head of "Aggregate Combina
tions," in the preceding chapter; but it is more convenient to treat
of then1 by then1selves. Various contrivances which belong to the
class of adjustments have already been described under the head of 
"Elementary Combinations," as well as of aggregate combinations:
these will be specified in their order further. on. Other contriv
ances belonging to the class of adjustments involve the application 
of the principles of dynamics and of the strength of 1naterials, to
such a.n extent that their description, at all events in_ detail, must 
be reserved for later divisions of this book.

When adjustments are classed according to the purposes to
which they are applied, they may be arranged as follows:-

Traversing-Gear and Feed-Motions;
Engaging, Disengaging, and Reversing-Gear; 

•Gear for varying Speed or Stroke. 
258. TraTer•lng-Gear and Peed-Molton• In General.-By travers

ing-gear is meant the mechanism by means of which a machine,
consisting of frawe�ork and moving pieces, is shift?d from p!ace.to place without being thrown out of connection with the di-1ver
from which it receives its motion; such, for example, as the
mechanism by which the truck in a travelling crane, that carries
the hoisting machinery, is ma�e to JJ?-Ove to differen� positions on _a travelling platform, which itself 1s capable of being moved to
different positions on a fixed framework; or the mechanism by
which the arm in a drilling machine is made to n1ove to various
positions, ca1Tying with it the boring-tool and the machinery by 
Which that tool is driven; or that by which the tool-holder in  a,
shaping machine is turned into various positions, according to the
varying directions in which the strokes of the tool are to be made.
By a j'eed-motion is meant the mechanism in  a machine-tool by 
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means of which, after a stroke has been made, either the cutting
tool or the W01'k (that is, the piece of material operated upon) is
shifted into a new position, preparatory to making the next cut;
for example, in a lathe for turning axles, the feed-motion causes 
the tool to shift, at each revolution of the axle that is being turned, 
through a certain distance in a direction parallel to the axis of
rotation; and in a sawing machine, the feed-motion causes the log
of wood that is being sawn to advance through a certain distance 
either during or after each cut of the saw. Some feed-motions 
are continuous in their action; others are intermittent. 

It is obvious that the general principles of traversing-gear, and 
of those feed-motions in which the tool is shi.fted,are those of shifting
trains, already stated in Article 228, pages 235 to 238. The con
sideration of tmversing-gear and feed-motions in detail belongs to
the subject of the construction of machinery, and must therefore 
be deferred. 

SECTION I.-Of Engaging, Disengaging, and Reversing-Gear. 

259. Gent'l'81 Es:planatlon•--Engaging and Disengaging-Gear, or 
sometimes Disengaging and Re-engaging-Gear, is the name given to 
those contrivances by means of which the connection between a 
follower and its driver can be begun and stopped at will ;-in other
words, by means of which the combination can be thrown into gear 
and out of gear when required. For brevity's sake, such con· 
trivances may be called simply Disengagements. Disengagements
may be classed in different ways. According to one mode of
classification, they are distinguished into those which, in the com· 
munication of motion, act by pressure, and those which act by 

fri,ctiorJ,. Disengagements which act by pressure are precise and
definite in their action; that is, the connection between the pieces
that are thrown into gear at a given instant is established at once, 
in a certain definite position of the pieces, and with a certain 
definite velocity-1·atio. Disengagements which act by friction 
are to a certain extent indefinite in their action ; that is, the 
velocity-ratio corresponding to the con1plete establishment of the
connection is produced by degrees; and the relative position of the
pieces when the connection is completely established is uncertain. 
In certain cases the definite action of the forn1er class of disen· 
gagements is necessary : in other cases it is unnecessary; and in
these the frictional class of disengagements have a great advantage,
because of their avoiding the shocks and straining actions which 
accompany sudden changes of velocity. The principles upon
which such straining actions depend belong to the dynamics of 
machinery.

By another mode of classification, disengagements a1·e arranged 
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according to the kind of mechanism of which they consist, as 
follows:-

!. Disengagements by means of Couplings,· where two pieces 
- that turn about one axis are coupled or uncoupled at pleasure; so.

that when coupled, they turn as one piece. These may transmit 
motion either by pressure or by friction. 

II. Disengagements with Rolling Contact.-These always transmit 
motion by friction. 

III. Disengagementswuh Sliding Contact.-These transmit motion 
by pressure; and in most cases they act by throwing toothed 
wheels or screws into and out of gear. 

IV. Disengagements by Bands transmit motion by friction. 
V. Disengagements by Linkwork transmit motion by pressure. 
VI. Disengagements with Hydraulic Connection transmit motion

by the pressure of a fluid;. and they are made to act by- the opening 
and shutting of valves. 

Reversing-Gear usually consists simply of a double set of 
engaging and disengaging-gear; that is to say, an arrangement of 
mechanism by means of which the follower can, when required, be 
thrown into gearing with one or other of two drivers that drive it
in opposite directions, or may be disengaged from both. 

It is obvious that all the combinations in which the connection 
is intermittent (enumerated in Article 219, page 231) are 
examples of self�acting disengagements; and that s01ne of them 
(such as the escapements described in Article 164, pages 176 to 
179) are examples of self-acting reversing-gear. 

260. «Jlutch.-A clutch is a sort of coupling, in which one 
rotating piece drives another piece that turns about the same axis, 
by means of two or more projecting claws or horns, that fit into 
corresponding recesses, or lay hold of corresponding horns, on the 
second piece. In a disengaging clutch the driving piece is a 
cylindrical box or collar with suitable horns, which is capable of
easily sliding lengthwise upon a rotating shaft, and is made to 
rotate constantly along with the shaft, by having in its internal
cylindrical surface a slot or longitudinal groove, fitting a
longitudinal key or feather that projects from the shaft. In the
outer cylindrical surface of the clutch is a circular groove, into 
which there fit easily the rounded ends of the prongs of a forked 
hand-lever, by means of which the clutch can be shifted lengthwise
on the shaft through a distance sufficient to engage its l1orns with 
o� disengage them from those of the follo,vi�g piece. The following
p1e�e may be another leugth of shaft, turning about the same axis;
or 1t may be a wheel or a pulley, loose upon the same shaft with 
the clutch.

Sometimes the acting faces of the clutch, instead of being planes
ti-a.versing the axis of rotation., are inclined backwards as regards the 
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direction of motion at an angle of 15° , or thereabouts. The 
effects of this are, that a certain forward pressure must be continu• 
ally exerted by the lever on the clutch when in · gear, in order toe_ 
make it keep its hold; and that any sudden acceleration of one of 
the parts .of the coupling causes the clutch to lose its l1old, and 
thus prevents the transmission of a shock to the machinery which 
is driven by means of it. 

261. FrJction-C:::latch-Frletlon•Conea-Frlction-8ecton-Frietlea• 

DJaca.-In the friction-clutch the following piece is a circular disc, 
having a hoop which grasps it, and which ca11 be tightened or 
slackened by means of screws until the friction between the hoop
and the disc is just sufficient to transmit the required power.
The hoop has two projecting horns, corresponding to those of the 
clutch. When this combination is thrown into gear, the clutch 
instantly communicates its own velocity to the hoop; but the hoop 
at first slips on the disc, which is set in motion by degrees; and 
thus dangerous shocks are avoided. 

In the friction-cones the driver, as in the case of the clutch, is a 
cylindrical box, turning along with the shaft, and capable of being
shifted lengthwise by means of a hand-lever; but instead of horns, 
it has a disc witl1 a rim turned to a Yery accurate and sinooth 
convex conical surface. The follower is a disc whose rin1 is turned 
to a concave conical su1face, exactly :fitting that of the dri,Ter. 
When the driver is pushed forward by means of the lever, so as to 
press the two conical surfaces together, it gradually impart.'i its rota
tion to the follower by means of the friction of those surfaces. On 
drawing back the driver by means of the lever, the connection 
immediately ceases. 

The angle of obliquity of the conical surfaces should be just 
great enough to prevent any risk of their beco1ning jan1n1ed against 
each other, so as to prevent disengage,nent; and for that purpose 
an angle of l 0° or thereabouts is sufficient. ,1

In the frictional sector coupling (invented by Mr.- Bodmor} 
the follower is a cylindrical box, loose on the shaft, and carrying a 
circular disc-plate with a hoop-shaped rim. The inner cylindrical 
surface of that rim is turned true and smooth. The driver 
consists of a boss fixed on and tnrning with the shaft, and carrying 
an expanding disc composed of two sectors, with true and smooth 
cylind1·ical rims, fitting the inner surface of the rirn of the followers. 
Those sectors can be simnltaneougly movt!d from or towards 
the shaft by means of right and left-handed screws, tnrned by
levers and links; the links lie parallel to the shuft, and are jointed 
to a. collar which is shifted by means of a forked le,·er, as in the 
ordinary clutch. When the sectors are moved ont,vards, they fit 
tightly to the inside of the hoop-sl1aped rin1 of the follower, and 
Ly their friction communicate to it the rotation of the shaft. 
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When moved inwards, they cease to t�uch that rim, and the 
connection ceases. (See Fairbairn On MiJlwork, Part II, Edition of
1863, pp, 91, 92.) 

In Mr. R. D. Napier's disengaging-gear the pushing forward 
in the usual way of a cylindrical clutch-box causes two segmental
pieces to grasp between them a drum that rotates with the shaft, and 
so to communicate rotation to a disc to which they are attached.

In the friction-disc disengagement (Mr. Weston's invention) a 
set of fiat discs are made to turn along with the shaft by means of 
grooves and feathers, and are capable of shifting longitudinal1y to
a small extent. Between each pair of that first set of discs is 
placed a disc belonging to a second set, which are loose on the 
shaft, but are made to tum along wit'4 it when required, by press
ing them between the discs of the first set. The second set of discs,
by means of grooves and feathers at their outer edges, carry along
with them in their rotation a wheel or a pulley concentric with
the shaft. 

262. Dh,cnpgement• acting by Bolling "•ntact.-A pair of 
wheels acting on each other by rolling contact may be engaged and
disengaged when required by pressing then1 together and drawing 
them asunder, the axis of one of them being made moveable for
that purpose; and this is practised in grooved frictional gearing of
the kind described in Article 111, page 150.

The principle of another method of effecting engagement and 
disengagement by wheels in rolling contact is shown in fig. 213. 

Fig. 213. 

A and B are the traces of the fixed axes of a pair of equal wheels, 
"' hose su1Jaces do not touch each oth�r : A being the driver and B 
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the follower. C is the trace of the moveable axis of an intermediate 
idle wheel, which drives B,and is driven by A; D being the pitch· 
point of A and C, and E the pitch-point of C and B. The straight
line D E  is the common line of connection of the three wheels; 
and as pressure only, and not tension, can be transmitted along 
that line from the first wheel to the third wheel, the connection 
ceases if the motion is reversed. To disengage the wheel� while 
in motion forwards, the axis C is shifted so as �o put an end to 
the contact at D or at E, or at both those points. 

The angles of obliquity, C D E = C E D, which the line of 
connection D E makes with the two lines of centres, A C and 
B C, ought to be a little greater than the "angle of reposeo" of the 
surfaces of the wheels, in order that the wheel C may not become 
jammed betwee11 the wheels A and B; but it ought not to be 
greater than is just sufficient to prevent the risk of jamming; in 
order that the force with which C must be pressed towards A and
B may not become unnecessarily great. The value of that force
and of the angles of obliquity will be considered under the head 
ofthe "Dynamics of Machine1·y;" meanwhile, in anticipation of tha.t
division of this treatise, the following values are given of the angle
of repose for different surfaces :-

Cylindrical surfaces without grooves. 
Metal on Metal; dry, 10°; slimy, 8°; greasy, 4° . 

° °M etal on Oak; dry, 28 ; wet, 14 .
Metal on Elm; dry, 1 3° .
Leather on Metal ; dry, 29½ 0 

; wet, 20°; greasy, I3° . 
°Leather on Oak, 17 . 

Grooved metal surfaces, as in frictional gearing; about 28° . 

The construction, therefore, for designing this disengagement,
when the centres A and B are given, is as follows : from the 
straight line A B lay off the equal angles C A B = C B A, each 
a little greater .than the angle of repose; the intersection C will
n1ark the centre of the required intermediate wheel. The pro· 
portion borne by its radius to the equal radii of the wheels .A and 
B is in the main a n1atter of convenience ; but should there be no 
reason to the contrary, all three radii may be n1ade equal. 

263. Di•enKaaement• and BcYer•ing-Gear actlna br 81ldln• <,oa• 
tact.-A pair of toothed wheels, whether spur, bevel, or skew·
bevel, may be thrown into or out of gear by shifting one of them 
aJong its axis. This sort of disengagement belongs to the class �n 
which n1otion is transmitted by pressure; so that the velocity•rat10 
and the relative position of the pieces are definite, and the co�· 
munication of motion abrupt. Another way of making it act IS 
to have the wheels always in gearing with each other, and to 
�ffect the engagement and disengagement of one of them by 



means of a clutch upon the shaft that canies it; as in Article 260, 

The most commo� kind of reversing-gear ":hich acts by mea ns _ of to?thed wheels IS sho'_Vn m fig . 214;  A 1s the driving-shaft, . . carrying a bevel-wheel which drives 1n contrary directions a pair of 
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bevel-wheels, B, C, that turn loose 
on the driven shaft, D D. A
double clutch, E, sliding along 
a feather on the latter shaft, is
made, by means of a collar and
lever, to lay hold of the one or
the other of the bevel-wheels
B, C, according to the direction in 
which the is toshaft D D 
rotate. 

A 

_ __ . 1 
D1> 

264. Di1enpsemeau and Re
�eninc-Gear by Band-.-When
rotation is transmitted from one
shaft to another by means of a. 
belt and a pair of pulleys, the
form of engaging and disengaging-
gear employed is the "fast and, 
loose pulley " already described in 
Article 170, pages 184 and 185.
The fork mentioned there is called J?ig. 214. 

.a belt-guide, or belt-shifter. It is
evident that the contrivance of the fast and loose pulley is applicable 
to belts ·alone, and not to cords and chains. 

Reversing-gear by means of belts with fwit and loose pulleys is 
arranged in the following way: on the driven shaft is one fast 
pulley, between two loose pulleys, one for each of the two belts,
which run in opposite directions. In the act of reversing the
motion, care should be taken that the belt which has been driving 
the fast pulley is shifted completely on to its own loose pulley
before any part of the other belt is shifted on to the fast pulley. 

A method of engaO'iDO' and disengaging ·connection by bands, 
applicable to cords as �ell as to belts, is to tighten and slacken the
band when required, by means of a straining pulley, as already
described in Article 174, page 188. 

265. Dl•enaaaementa and BeYenlag-Gear acting by Linkwork.- . 
Amongst disengagements acting by linkwork are all the examplefl
of intermittent linkwork described in Article 194 to 197, pages
206 to 213; and in most of those examples, besides the periodical 
disengagement which takes }}lace at each return stroke, there 
exists also the means of making a permanent disengagement, by 
fixing the click or catch so as to prevent it from taking hold of the 
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teeth. In fig. 146, page 207 ( described at page 208), is an
exa�ple of reversing-gear in linkwork. 

In ordinary linkwork (as distinguished from click-and-ratc�et
work) the means of disengagement consist in connecting the link 
with the pin at one of the connected points by means of a gab
(as at A, fig. 215); that is, a deep notch wi�h plane sides and a. 

semi-cylindrical bottom, fit-
ting the pin accurately but 

c ----J') '"l,�===========;;;;; easilv. The link is thrown 7C/U ,� out �fgear when required, by 
Fig. 215. moving the gab clear of the

pin, either by hand or by
suitable mechanism. Sometimes the gab is provided with spread
ing jaws, to enable it the more easily to lay hold of the pin when
the connection is to be re-engaged. 

Another case of disengagen1ent by linkwork is that of the liooks 
in a ,Jacquard loom. At each shot or stroke of the loom there are 
certain threads of the warp that have to be raised and lowered
again, ,vhile other threads remain at rest ; the order and arrange
n1ent of threads so treated being varied at each shot, in a manner 
depending on the pattern to be woven. In fig. 216, B C is a hook, 
of which the lower end is connected with a thread : the hook is 

!' 't kept in a nearly vertical posi
tion by passing easily through 
a hole at D in a horizontal 

Jt sliding - bar, D E, called a/.··�- (.:-·:, 1, u l ., needle; and the hooked upper 
,• ;I· , ,  
'
I 

end, at B, overhangs a hori
A l • •

I 

•,t. zontal bar or rail, A, which is• '' 
' ., ·
. <!arried by a frame ha vi.ng a 

I I 
' I ,. F vertical reciprocating motion, 
I I 
' I 

, ,,. ln7 of the extent represented by
A A'. In the position shownE:.:-:i::

L.:::'.J by full lines and capital lettersI:.I 
' 1 u. 

,,• •II lifted by the rail A;  but when 
' ' the needle is drawn back to .• the position d e, the hook is 

n1ade to assume the position C 
Fig. 21G. C d bf shown in dotted lines, 

in ,vhich it stands disengaged 
f'rom the rail, and remains at rest during the next stroke. The 
needles are usually drawn back by means of springs, and pushed
forward by the for,vard otroke of a drun1, F, which turns about a
horizontal axi8, and has also, along with that axis, a recipt·ocating
motion in the dit·ection of the length of the needles. The drum ia 

j I 

I
:,'• 

' 

the hook stands ready to be 
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of the form of a polygonal prism, usually square, as in the figuree
its acting face is covered with an oblong Card (of pasteboard o; 

· 

sheet metal), having holes in it Ofposite the ends of those needles 
The drum does not rotate 

during its forward stroke, when it is pushing the needles · but 
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which are not to be pushed forward. 

durin� the retl�rn stroke a catch Pulls it round so as to bring a.new face opposite the needles, with a new card upon it, having a. 
proper arrangement of holes for the next stroke. The cards in
sufficient number to produce the entire pattern, are linked to(J'ether
at their longer edges, so as to form, as it were, a flat chain �hich
hangs over the drum, by whose rotation they are brouo-ht round 
one by one to act on the ends, E, of the needles. 0 

The Jacquard Apparatus, of dn1m, cards, needles, and hooks, may 
be applied to many purposes besides that of lifting the threads of a 
warp. 

266. Disenpgemena. acdnc by HydrauUc «,onneedon-ValYe..-

When the driver and follower are two pistons, and the former trans
mits motion to the latter by means of an intervening mass of fluid 
(as in Articles 207 to 211  A, pages 221 to 227), the engagement 
and disengagement are effected by opening and closing a valve in 
the passage through which the displaced fluid flowse: as bas 
been already stated in Article 211, page 224. If the forward 
motion of the driving piston is to go on while the valve is closed, 
some other outlet must be opened for the fluid which it displaces. 

A reversing action takes place in hydraulic connection, when a 
stream of fluid is admitted, by means of suitable valves, so as to act 
alternately on the two sides of a piston, as in a double-acting water
pressure engine. 

In all cases in which the motion of a piston driven by a fluid is 
reversed, an outlet, with a suitable valve, must be provided for the 
escape from the cylinder, during the return stroke, of the mass of 
fluid by which the previous forward stroke was produced.

267. Principle• of the Action of · Va1..e..-It would be out of 
place here to describe in detail the various kinds of valves used in 
machinery; and therefore a summary onlyof the general principles
of their construction and action, so far as those principles can be 
considered as forming part of the Geometry of Machines, w� now
be given, chiefly abridged from .A Manual, of tlie Steam Engine and 
other Prime Movers. 

":ith �eference to byValves in general, considered ' th� means . _which they are moved, may be d1v1de� into three principal classes : 
-Valves sometimes called clacks, which are opened and shut by
the press�re of the fluid that traverseset�eir openings, and are .usually intended for the purpose of �er�1tt1ng the passage of the
fluid in one direction only, and stopping its 1·eturn ;-valves moved
by hand;-and valves moved by mechanism. When a piston 
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drives a fluid, as in ordinary pumps, the valves are usually moved 
by the fluid : when tl1e fluid drives the piston, it is in general
necessary that the valves should be moved by hand or by mechan
ism. In water-pressure engines that work occasionally and at
irregular intervals, such as hydraulic hoists and cranes, the valves
are usually opened and shut by hand; in those which work periodi
cally and continuously, they are moved by mechanism connected
with the engine. Valves, when considered with reference to the 
kind of motion by which they open and shut the ports, or orifices 
to which they are fitted, may be distinguished into Drop-valves,
which are opened and shut by being lifted up and set down; Flap
valve,s, which turn on a hinge; and Slide-valves. 

The seat of a valve is the fixed surface on which it rests, or 
against which it presses. 

The/ace of a valve is. that part of its surface which comes in 
contact with the seat. 

When a valve occurs in the course of a pipe or pa�a.ge, the valve
box or chamber, being that part of the passage in which the valve 
works, should always be of such a shape as to allow a free passage 
for the fluid when the valve is open, so that the fluid may pass the 
valve with as little change of area of the stream as possible ; and if
necessary for that purpose, the valve-chamber may be made o! 
larger diameter than the rest of the passage. 

A valve moved by mechanism has almost always a periodical
reciprocating motion, by which it is alternately opened and shut.
The simplest mode by which that motion can be given is by a.
crank, or an eccentric, carried by some continuously-rotating piece,
and acting through a rod; as in Articles 184 to 186, pages 19 6 to 198;
and such is the ordinary way of moving slide-valves. Drop-valves 
are sometimes worked by the same kind of mechanism, with the 
addition of a contrivance for setting them down very gently, of the 
kind described in Article 190, pages 202, 203; or by means of 
cams or wipers (Articles 160 to 164, pages 170 to 175).

The principal forms of valves are the following :-
!. The Bonnet- Valve or Conical Valve is the simplest form of 

drop-valve, and is a .flat or slightly arched circular plate whose 
face, being formad by its rim, is sometimes a frustum of a cone,
and sometimes a zone of a sphere, the latter figu1·e being the best. 
Its seat, being the rim of the circular orifice which the valve closes,
is of the same figure with the face or l'im of the valve, and the 
valve-face and its seat are turned and ground to fit each othero· 
exactly, so that when the valve is closed no fluid can pass. The 
thickness of a valve of this form is usually from a fifth to a tenth 
of its diameter, and the mean inclination of its rim about 45° .

To ensure that the valve shall rise and fall vertically, and always
return to its seat in closing, it is sometimes provided with a spi,ndl,e, 
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enable a � tua� for a fluid to be open� and shut eaailyunder 
a high p_,rn. F,g. 217 reprucnt.o a 11Ccl1on of t11e valve, with 
ital -ti, and chamber, lWd fig. 218 a plan of the valvo alone. 

The valve •hown in the �gur<: i• for the .l"'-IJt<Wl of opening and 
abutting tho communication between the P'l>S A &nd R 

� no. Y,c: 218. 

Tho pipe B is vertical, and ii.. nppe,- rim canie,, one of the two 
.._lv&--ta, which are o! the Corm o! the fruatuin of a oone, &.Dd
tach marlr.eda. 
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A frame C, composed of radiating partitions, fixed to and resting 
on the upper end of the pipe B, carries a fixed circular disc, whose 
rim forms the other conical valve-seat. 

The valve D is of the form of a turban, and has two annular 
conical faces, ,vhich, when it is shut, rest at once on and fit equally 
close to the two seats, a, a. When the valve is raised, the fluid 
passes at once through the cylindrical opening between the lower 
edge of the valve and the upper edge of the pipe B, and through 
the similar opening between the 11pper edge of the valve and the
1·im of the circular disc. 

The greatest possible opening of the valve is when its lower edge
is midway between the disc and the rim of the pipe B, and is given 
by the following formulao:-

Let
d1 be the diameter of the pipe B ; 
d2, that of the disc ;
h, the clear height from the pipe to the disc, less the thickness of 

the valve;
A, the greatest area of opening of the valve ; then 

d + d 
1 

2A =  3 ·1416 2 · h; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (l .)  

and in order that this may be at least equal to the area of the pipe
B, viz., ·7854 <Pi, we should have 

h at least = ': 
d2

; • • •• • • • • • • • •  • • • • • • •(2.)2 (di )

which, if, as is usual, d1 = d2' gives 
dh ut least = ;;. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (2 A.) 

but h is in general considerably greater than the limit fixed by this 
rule. 

If the upper and lower seats are of equal diameter, the valve is 
called an equilibrium-valve; and this is the kind of double-beat 
valve most commonly used in ste.am engines. In water-pressure 
engines, pumps, and hydraulic apparatus generally, the lower valve· 
seat is generally made a little larger than the upper. 

V. A common Flap- Valve is a lid which opens and shuts by
turning on a hinge. The face aud seat are planes. 

A pair of flap-valves placed hinge to hinge constitute a "butterfly 
clack." The chamber of a flap-valve should be of considerably
greater diameter than the valve. 

VI. A Fle:cible Flap- Valve consists of a piece of some flexible
material, such as waterproof canvas or India. rubber. It may be 
rectangular, so as to have one edge fixed to the seat, and the 
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opposite edge attached to a bar, by moviug which it is opened and 
shut; or it may be circular, and fixed to the seat at the centre;
and this is the forn1 usually adopted for self-acting flexible flap
valves in pumps. The seat of the flap consists of a flat horizontal 
grating, or a plate perforated with holes. To prevent a circular 
flap-valve from rising too high, it is usually provided with a guard, 
which is a thin metal cup formed like a segment of a sphere, grated 
or perforated like the valve-seat, to which it is bolted at the centre. 
When the valve is raised by a current from below, it applies itself 
to the bottom of the cup. When the current is reversed, the fluid 
from above, pressing on the valve through the holes in the cup,
drives it down to its seat again. 

VII. The Disc-and-Pivot Valve, or Throttle- Valve, consists of a 
thin flat metal plate or disc, which, when shut, fits closely the 
opening of a pipe or passage, generally circular in section, but 
sometimes rectangular. The valve turns upon two pivots or
journals, placed at the extremities of a diameter traversing its 
centre.

When the valve is turned so as to lie edgeways along the pas
sage, the current of fluid passes with very little obstruction : when 
it is tu-rned transversely, the current is stopped, or nearly stopped. 
:By placing the valve at various angles, various openings can be 
made. If the valve, when shut, is perpendicular to the axis of the 
pipe, the opening for any given inclination of the valve to that 
axis is proportional to the coversed-sine of tlie i1iclination. If the 
valve is oblique ,vhen shut, the opening at a given inclination is 
proportional to the difference bet\veen the sine of tltat i1iclination
and the hine of tlie inclination wlten shut. 

The face of this valve is its rim; its seat is that part of tl1e 
internal surface of the passage which the rim touches when the 
valve is shut ; and those surfaces ought to be made to fit very 
accurately, without being so tight as to cause any difficulty in 
opening the valve. 

One of the journals of the valve usually passes through a bush 
or a stuffing-box in the pipe, so as to afford the means of commu
nicating motion to the valve from the outside. 

VIII. Slide- Valves.-Tbe seat of a slide-valve consists of a plane
metal surface, very accurately formed, part of which is a rim sur-
1·ounding the orifice or port, ,vhich the valve is to close, and from 

! to _!_ of the breadth of that orifice, while the remainder extends 
4 20 
to a distance from the orifice equal to the diameter of the valve, in  
order that the valve, when in such a position as to leave the port
completely open, shall still have every part of its face in contact 
with the seat. 

The valve is of such dimensions as to cover the port together 
X 
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with that Fortion of the seat which forms a rim surrounding the 
port. The face of the valve must he a true plane, so as to slide 
smoothly on the seat. As to the periodical motion of slide
valves, see the uext Article. 

llotating slide-valt'es are sometimes used, in which the valve and 
its seat are a pair of circular plates, having one or more equal and 
similar orifices in them. 'fhe passage is opened by turning the 
valve about its centre until its openings are opposite to those of 
the seat, and shut by turning it so that its openings are opposite
solid portions of the seat. (See page 314.)

IX. A J.>iston- Jtalve is a piston moving to and fro in a cylinder,
whose internal surface is the valve-seat. The port i8 formed by a 
ring or zone of openings in the cylinder, communicating with a 
pa8sage which surrounds it ; and by moving the piston to either 
side of those openings, that passa.ge is put in communication with 
the opposite end of the valve-cylinder. 

X. Cocks.-This term is sometimes applied to all valves which 
are opened and shut by hand; bnt its proper application is to those 
valves which are of the form of a frustum of a cone, or conoid,
turning in a seat of the same figure. 

In the most corumon f<>rm of cock, the seat is a hollow cone of 
slight taper, having its axis at right angles to the pipe in whose 
course it occurs. The valve is a cone fitting the seat accurately, 
and having a transverse passage thron&h it of the same figure and 
size ,vith the bore of the pipe� so that. in one position it forms 
simply a continuation of the pipe, and offers no obstruction to the 
current, while, by tnrning it into different angular positions, the 
opening may be closed either partially or wholly.

268. Periodical Molten of Slidf'•Valvee.-'fhe motion of a slide• 
valve driven by a crank or an eccentric is a case of approrirna!A 
harmonic motion, as already de�cribed in Article 239, page 250; 
and in most cases which occur in practice, it may be treated, with
out material en·or, as if it we1·e exact harmonic motion : that. is 
to say, the travel or lengtl,, of stroke of tlte slide is twice the 
eccentric-arm ; the slide is iu its rniddle position when the eccentric
arm is sensibly at right angles to the line of its dead-points; 
in other words, when the pltase of its revolution is sensibly 90 ° ;
and the displare1nent of the slide from its n1iddle positjon at 
any given instant is sensibly eqnal to the eccentric-arm multiplied 
by the cosine of the phase. For exarnple, in fig. 220 (page 308),
the straight line F A L, bisected in A, represents twice the eccen
tric-arn1 ; so that A F  an4 A I.J respectively represent th� displace
ments of the slide at the two dead-points of the revolution of the 
t.•ccentric, whe11 the phase is respectively 0° and 180° . On those 
two lines as diameters describe two equ�l circ}eq, A H F G A, 
and A N  L P  A;  then, wh�n the phase 18 = L F A D, the diM-

http:passa.ge
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the eduction-side, the instant of compression. 

lf,7/��A--1r�=@ 

MOTION OF SLIDE-VAL �E. 

placement is = A G ;  and when the phase is = L. F A M, the 
displacement is = A N, in the contrary direction to that of the 
displacement A G. 

Uoder the geometry of machinery are comprehended the rules
by which the movement of the slide-valve of an engine i s  made to 
bear cert.a.in relations to that of the crank with which the piston
is connected. The following are terms used in those rulese:-

The two opposite sides of the port, ur oblong opening in the 
seat of a slide-valve, are distinguished as the induction-side and the 
eduction-si,de;-the former being the side at which the fluid enters 
the port; the latter, the side at which it is discharged. 

The lap, or cover, of a slide-valve at one of its edges is the extent 
to which that edge overlaps the adjoining edge of r1. 
the port which it covers when the slide-valve is x. ', 
in its middle position. In fig. 219 is a section 
of part of a vertical slide-valve and its port; 
W is the lower port of a cylinder; X, the
lower half of the slide-valve, in its n,iddle
position; U is the induction-side, and V the ,,
eduction-side, of the port; C is the induction,- Fig. 219. 
edge, and P the eduction-edge of the valve; U C  
is the lap on the i'llduction-side, aud V P the lap on tlie eduction
si.de: the hollow part of the valve opposite X is called the exliaust
cavity.

It is evident that the opening and closing of the port at either 
side take place at the instants when the displace.1nent of the slide
in a direction away from that side is equal to the lap at that side ; 
and that the port remains open at that side so long as the displace
ment in the proper direction is greater than the lap. Thus, the 
port W remains. gpen at the side U, so long as the displacement of 
the slide towards P is greater than U C ;  and at the side V, so 
long as the displacement of the slide toward� 0 is greater than 
V P. If the lap at either side is nothing, the op�ning and closing 
at that side take place in the middle position of the slide ; a.ud the 
port remains op�n at that side during half a revolution of the 
eccentric. 

The instant at which the port is first opened at the induction
side is called the instant of admission,· that at which it is closed 
of suppression, or cut-off; that at which it is first opened at th; 
eduction-side, the instant of release; that at which it is closed at 

the eccentric is to be understood theBy the an,gular admnce of· 
angle at which the eccentric-arm stands in advance of that position 
which would bring the slide-valve to mid-stroke when the crank i;
at its dead-points : in other words, the excess above 90° of the 

°phase of the eccentric when the phase of the crank is 0 ; or in 

http:cert.a.in
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symbols, phase of eccentric - phase of crank - 90° . When the 
slide is at its middle position at the same instant at which the 
crank is at a dead-point, the angular advance is nothing. 

RuLE I.-Given, the positions of the crank at the instants of 

admis8ion and cut-off; to find the proper angular advance of the 
eccentric, and the proportion of the lap on the induction-side to 
the half-t1·avel of the slide.* 

In fig. 220, let A B and A C  be the positions of the crank at 
the beginniug and encl of the forward stroke ; let the arrow sho,v 
the direction of rotation ; let X x  be perpendicular tu B C ;  let 
A D be the position of the crank at the instant of cut-off, and 

X 

Fig. 220. 

A E its position at the instant of admission. Draw A F, 
bisecting the angle E A D; A F will represent the position of the 

... The method used in this and the following rules is that of Professor Dr. 
Zeuner, of the Swiss Federal Polytechnic School at Zurich, published in his 
treatise on Slide-valve Gearing, entitled, Die Scltieberateuerungen. 
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F will be the required ratio of 

the instant of release. 

MOTION OF SLIDE-VALVE. 

crank at the instant when the slide is  at the .forward end of its 
stroke; and F A X will be the angular advance of the eccentric. 

Lay off the distance A F to represent the ha]f-travel · and on 
A F as a diameter describe the circle A H F G, cuttinc,' A D in

0 

. A GG and A E 1n H;  then A F = A 
lap at tl,,e induction-side to 

A H  . . 

half-travel; and A G A H will= 

represent that lap, on the same scale on which A F  represents the
half-travel. 

On the same scale, I K represents the width o.f open,ing of the
valve at fhe beg_inning of .the str?k�, sometimes calle� the " lead of . ,
the slide. Strictly speaking, this 1s the lead of the 1nduction-eclcre
of the slide only; the lead of the centre of the slide beino A I{.
that is, its distance from its middle position at the beginning of th; 
forward stroke. 

RuLE II.-Gi ven, the data and results of the preceding rule, and 
the position, A M, of the crank at the instant of release; to find 
the ratio of lap on the eduction-side to half-trave], and the position 
of the crank at the instant of compression. Produce F A to L, 
making A L  = A F ;  on A L  as a diameter <lraw a circle cutting 
A M in N ; then ! � will be the required raiio of lap at eduction,

S'ide to hal;:travel. 
About A draw the circular at·c N P, cutting the circle A L  

again in P; join A P; then A P  ,vill be the required JJosition of 
tlte crank at the instant ofcompression. 

RuLE III.-Given, the data and results of Rule I., and the 
position, A Q, of the crank at the instant of compression; to_ find 
the ratio of lap at the eduction-side to half-travel, and the position
of the crank at the instant of release. Produce F A as before ; 
on A L  = F A  as a diameter draw a circle cutting A Q in P ;  

!r will be the requ.ired ratio ef lap at ttte eduction-side to half

travel.
About A draw the circular arc P N, cutting the circle A L

again in N; join A N; A N will be the position of the crank at 

RULE IV.-Given, the angular advance of the eccentric, the
half-travel of the slide, and the lap at both sides ; to find the 
positions of the crank at the instant8 of admission, cut-off, release
and compression. Draw the straight lines B A  O and X A x  per:
pendicular to each other; and take B and C to represent the dead
points. Let the arrow denote the direction of rotation. Draw
F A L, making the angle F A X = the angular advance of the
eccentric; and make A F = A L = half-travel. On A F and 
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A L  as diameters, draw circles. About A, with a radius equal to 
the lap at ,the induction-side, draw an arc cutting the circle on 
A F in H and G;  also, with a radius equal to the lap at the 
eduction-side, draw an arc cutting the circle on A L in N and P. 
Draw the straight lines A H E, A G D, A N M, A P Q. These 
will represent respectively the positions of the crank at the instants 
of' adrnisswn, cut-off, release, and compresswn. 

The eccentric may act on the slide, not directly, but through a. 
train of levers and linkwork. The effect of this on the application 
of the rules is merely to substitute for the actual eccentric-arm a 
virtual eccentric-arm eqnal to the half-travel of the slide. 

The effects of the link-motion, of double slides, and of move
able slide-v�ve seats, in modifying the length and position of the 
virtual eccentritc-arm, have been already described in Articles 239 
to 241, pages 250 to 260. 

SECTION II.-0/ Adjustments/or Changing Speed and Stroke. 
269. General Esplanatlon•.-All n1ethods of changing the velo

city-l'atio of an elementary comhiuation in a machine operate by 
changing the position of their line of connection ; for on the posi
tion of that line the velocity-ratio depends, according to the principle 
already explained in Article 91, page 78. In some cases the 
con1bination contains two or more pairs of acting surfaces (such as 
wheels or pulleys), one or oth�r of which can be thrown into gear 
accor<ling to the velocity-ratio required; and then it is in general 
necessary to stop the motion in or<le:- to change the velocity-ratio. 
In other cases there are contrivances for changing the velocity-ratio 
by degrees while the ma.chine is in motion. 

In the case of liukwork the change of velocity-ratio is often 
connected with a change of length of stroke. 

}Jany of the most ordinary and useful adjustments for changing 
speed have already been described under the head of elementary 
or of aggregate combinations; and in such cases it will be suffi
cient in the present section to reter to the place where the detailed 
description is to be found. 

Adjustments for changing speed, like engaging and disengaging
gear, may in moi:1t cases be distinguished into two classes, according 
as the connection is made by pres8ure or by friction. In the for1ner 
case the change of velocity-ratio is definite, and in most instances 
sudden ; in the latter case, gra.dual,and to a, certain extent indefinite. 

270. (Jhan•••• 8peed by Frir-1loa•W•ee1 .. -To obtain changes of 
speed by means of friction-wheels, a pair of parallel shafts are to be 
provided with as many pairs of wheels as there are to be different 
velocity-ratios ; each pair of wheels being connected with each 
other, not di1;ectly, but by means of an intermediate idle wheel, 
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· --------:::;;�:a 
A 

which can be thrown into or out of gear at pleasure, as in the 
second method of disengagement described in Article 262, page
297 ; the only difference being that whereas in that Article the 
two principal wheels of the pair are described as being eq nal, in 
the present case they will in general be unequal. The rule as to 
the obliquity of the line of connection is tbe same. (See page 298.)

A co1nbination of fi.-iction-wheels in which the velocity-ratio 
is changed by degrees during the K � 
motion, is shown in fig. 221. (It
forms part of Morin's Integrating 
Dynan1ometer.) A is a plaue cir
cular disc, turning · about an axis 
perpendicular to its own plane. B I 
is a wheel <ll'iven by the friction of · Fig. 221. 

the disc against its edge; and it turns 
about an axis that cuts the axis of .A at right angles. The angu
lar velocity of B varies proportionally to its distance from the 
centre of A, and is varied by altering that distance. 

271. t:hanain3 Speed by Toothed \Vbeel11.-The ordinary method 
of producing precise and definite changes of the angi1lar velocity
ratio of two rotating shafts is by means of cliange-wlteels: that is 
to say, there are sevenll pairs or trains of wheels, suited to a cer
tain series of velocity-ratios ; and one or other of those pairs or 
trains of wheels is thrown into gear accordiug to the comparative 
speed that is wanted at the tin1e. 

Sometirnes the wheels are 1nade so as to be put on tl1e shafts 
and taken off at pleasure. If an intermediate idle wheel is not 
used, between two shafts connected by pair;:; of change-wheels, there 
must be as many pairs of change-wheels as there are different 
velocity-ratios; because the sum of the geometrical radii of each 
pair must l>e equal to the line of centres; but by the het

1
> of an

intermediate idle wheel, any two wheels which are not so large as 
to touch each other may be put into connection; so that by a 
proper choice of numbers of teeth, the nun1ber of different ratios 
may be made equal to the product of the nun1ber of different
wheels that can be fitted on one shaft into the number that can. 
be fitted on the other after the first has been fitted.

Change-wheels are frequently arranged so as to be thrown into 
or out of gear by shifting the whole series longitudinally alonlY' 
with the shaft that carries them. For example, in fig. 222 AA 
and B B are a pair of parallel axes; and the transverse lines 
marked I, 2, 3, &c., represeut �he radii of two series of chauge
wheels carried by shatts turning about th<)se axes respectively.
To each wheel of one series there corresponds a wheel in the other 
series, marked with the same figure ; and any such pait· can be 
thrown into gear when required, by shifting the shaft A longitudi-
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nally. To place the wheels on the shafts so as to occupy the least 
possible space, the following rules are to be observed :-Let b denote 
the breadth of the rim of a wheel, plus a small allowance for clear
ance. Range the radii of the wheels on A in such a n1anner that 
the greatest shall be in the middle, ,vith a diminishing series on 

A 1 2  3 4 :-; t: 7  A 

---· ··------ ·------· ··--·l·-.1.·-------·-----·-- ---------·-· · 
· - ·-· ···-·-·· ··- -···-------- ----·-· · -···-·---·- · �1 � -
·-------.. . ..·-.--

.... ---- ----· ·-------· ---------·- -------....-- ·--- - -------

······· -··········· ······-··· ....... ··--·-······ - -···-··--·· ·-· -·· · ... T 
:n 1 2 3 -1l 6 7 

Fig. 222. 

each side of it. Then, commencing at the two ends of the double 
Reries, make the two endmost intervals between the n1iddle planes 
of the wheels on the axis A ( 12 a1!:d 76 in �he figure), each = b ;-
the pair of intervals next them (2 3 and 6 5 in the figure), each 
= 2 b;  the next pair (3 4 and 54), each = 3 b;  and so for any 
nnn1ber of intervals that may be required. Then make the in
terval between the middle planes of each pair of wheels on the axis 
B greater by one breadth,, b,_ than the corresponding interval on the 
axis A. 

272. C,hnnaiina Speed by Bands and Palleys.-The most convenient 
way of changing the velocity-ratio of rotation of a pair of shafts, 
where absolute precision in the ratio is not required, is by means 
of "espeed-cones," which have already been described in Article 1 75, 
page 185. "\Vhen a series of pulleys is used "·ith radii changing
step by step, the motion must be stopped in order to shift the band 
from one pair of pulleys to another; and this is applicable to cords 
as well as to belts. When tapering conoidal pulleys are used, the 
belt can be shifted, and the velocity-ratio gradually changed, while 
the machinery is in motion; and this is applicable to belts only.

273. Chanatna Stroke in Llakwork.-The principles upon which 
the length of stroke in linkwork depends have been explained in 
Article 186, page 197. When a piece receives a reciprocating
motion from a lever, a crank, or an eccentric, the Rimplest way of 
changing the length of stroke is to change the distance of the con
nected point in the lever, crank, or eccentric, from its axis of 
motion. In the case of a continuously rotating crank or eccentric, 
this can be done by means of an adjusting screw, the motion being 
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points. The points to be ---�_-_: ; 

{ �
; __________________ _ (!

A. A B is a train-arm 

side of B A; th? motions of D and E are very nearly equal to the 
component motions of C along A D and A E rP,spectively; that is 
to say, we have, at any given instant, the following proportion 

CHANGING SPEED. 

stopped when an alteration is to be made ; but in the case of a 
recipl'ocating lever, the pin to which the connecting-rod is jointed 
n1ay be carried by a stud, capable of sliding in a slot in the lever, 
and having its position in that slot adjusted by n1eans of a rod and 
a handle which can be shifted while the machinery is in n1otion. 
Sufficient examples of the latter kind of action have already been
given under the head of link-motions, in Article 240, pages 253 to
:.!60. 
· Fig. 223 represents a train of link work proposed by ,villis, for 
adjustingthevelocity- ratio c 
and comparative length of �:frv
stroke of two reciprocating D ..-�-------------�� -----·:-- ---- · · �d✓-:�A -d, 

_ 

, - --: . .\ :connected are marked D
and E; and D A  and E A  

f 

✓ - -/r · ;  : 

f 

',,' 

: 
n

r::e;!��:� ::c� o:t::ki� 
: ;' ' 

',,,.. :' :'centred at A, and capable 
of being adjusted to any
required angular position. '-,... · :.. \! : 
At B, the other end of the f
train-arm, is centred the .E ,1,; 
reciprocating lever B C, I{equal inlength to B A, and c, 11

connected with the points I
D and E by the links C D Fig. 223. 
and C E. 

While the lever B C oscillates through a small angle to eitl1er. 

very nearly exact :-
Velocity of C : velocity of D : velocity of E 

• •• • B A  : B F  : B G; 
in which B F  and B G  denote the lengths of perpendiculars let 
fall from B on A D  and A E respectively ; and the same propor
tions hold very nearly for the lengths of stroke of those three 
points; hence those proportions can be made to assume any re
quired value while the mechanism is in motion, by adjusting the
position of the train-arm A B.

274. «,IJangln(C Speed with Hydraulic «Jonnectlon.-The com
parative speed of a piston driven by a fluid may be altered by
a.ltering the nt1mber of driving-pistons which force the fluid into 
the cylinder of the driven piston at the same time. For example, 
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in some hydraulic presses it is desirable to diminish step by step 
the ratio which the velocity of the press-plunger bears to that of 
the pump-plungers ; and that is done by forcing water into the 
press-cylinder at first by means of several pumps at once, and 
diminishing their number as the process goes on, until at last only 
one is kept at work. 

ADDENDUM TO ARTICLE 267, PAGE 306. 

81ide-ValYN--Another class of rotating slide-valves is that in 
which the seat of the valve forms part of a cylindrical surface, 
usually concave; the face of the valve fo1-ms an arc of a correspond
ing cylindrical surface, convex when the seat is concave ; and the 
reciprocating motion of the valve takes place by rocking, or· oscillat
ing rotation, about the axis of the cylindrical surfaces. The " Cor
liss " valves are an example of this. 

A straight-sliding slide-valve and its seat are also sometimes of 
a cylindrical for1n, the reciprocating motion taking place parallel 
to the axis of the cylinder.

There are instances of plane-faced slide-valves which have motions 
of curvilinear translation, produced by aggregate combinations of 
linkwork : for example, Hunt's slide-valves. 
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	It is obvious that the general principles of traversing-gear, and of those feed-motions in which the tool is shi.fted,are those of shingtrains, already stated in Article 228, pages 235 to 238. The consideration of tmversing-gear and feed-motions in detail belongs tothe subject of the construction of machinery, and must therefore be deferred. 
	ift

	SECTION I.-OEngaging, Disengaging, and Reversing-Gear. 
	f 

	259. Gent'l'81 Es:planatlon•--Engaging and Disengaging-Gear, or sometimes Disengaging and Re-engaging-Gear, is the name given to those contrivances by means of which the connection between a follower and its driver can be begun and stopped at will ;-in otherwords, by means of which the combination can be thrown into gear and out of gear when required. For brevity's sake, such con· trivances may be called simply Disengagements. Disengagementsmay be classed in different ways. According to one mode ofclassific
	fri,ctiorJ,. Disengagements which act by pressure are precise and
	definite in their action; that is, the connection between the piecesthat are thrown into gear at a given instant is established at once, in a certain definite position of the pieces, and with a certain definite velocity-1·atio. Disengagements which act by friction are to a certain extent indefinite in their action ; that is, the velocity-ratio corresponding to the con1plete establishment of theconnection is produced by degrees; and the relative position of thepieces when the connection is completely establi
	By another mode of classification, disengagements a1·e arraned 
	g
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	according to the kind of mechanism of which they consist, as follows:!. Disengagements by means of Couplings,· where two pieces 
	-

	-that turn about one axis are coupled oruncoupled at pleasure; so
	.
	that when coupled, they turn as one piece. These may transmit 
	motion either by pressure or by friction. 
	II. Disengagements with Rolling Contact.-These always transmit motion by friction. 
	III. Disagementswuh Sliding Contact.-These transmit motion by pressure; and in most cases they act by throwing toothed wheels or screws into and out of gear. 
	eng

	IV. 
	IV. 
	IV. 
	Disengagements by Bands transmit motion by friction. 

	V. 
	V. 
	Disengagements by Linkwork transmit motion by pressure. 


	VI. Disengagements with Hydraulic Connection transmit motionby the pressure of a fluid;. and they are made to act by-the opening and shutting of valves. 
	Reversing-Gear usually consists simply of a double set of engaging and disengaging-gear; that is to say, an arrangement of mechanism by means of which the follower can, when required, be thrown into gearing with one or other of two drivers that drive in opposite directions, or may be disengaged from both. 
	it

	It is obvious that all the combinations in which the connection is intermittent (enumerated in Article 219, page 231) are examples of selfŁacting disengagements; and that s01ne of them (such as the escapements described in Article 164, pages 176 to 
	179) are examples of self-acting reversing-gear. 
	260. «Jlutch.-A clutch is a sort of coupling, in which one rotating piece drives another piece that turns about the same axis, by means of two or more projecting claws or horns, that fit into corresponding recesses, or lay hold of corresponding horns, on the second piece. In a disengaging clutch the driving piece is a cylindrical box or collar with suitable horns, which is capable ofeasily sliding lengthwise upon a rotating shaft, and is made rotate constantly along with the shaft, by having in its internal
	to 
	ver, 
	the shaft through 
	Ł
	them 
	Ł
	Ł
	axis;
	wit

	Sometimes the acting faces of the clutch, instead of being planesrsing the axis of rotation., backwards as regards the 
	ti-a.ve
	are inclined 
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	direction of motion at an angle of 15, or thereabouts. The effects of this are, that a certain forward pressure must be continu• ally exerted by the lever on the clutch when in · gear, in order toe_ make it keep its hold; and that any sudden acceleration of one of the parts .of the coupling causes the clutch to lose its l1old, and thus prevents the transmission of a shock to the machinery which is driven by means of it. 
	° 

	261. FrJction-C:::latch-Frletlon•Conea-Frlction-8ecton-Frietlea• DJaca.-In the friction-clutch the following piece is a circular disc, having a hoop which grasps it, and which ca11 be tightened or slackened by means of screws until the friction between the hoopand the disc is just sufficient to transmit the required power.The hoop has two projecting horns, corresponding to those of the clutch. When this combination is thrown into gear, the clutch instantly communicates its own velocity to the hoop; but the 
	In the friction-cones the driver, as in the case of the clutch, is a cylindrical box, turning along with the shaft, and capable of beingshifted lengthwise by means of a hand-lever; but instead of horns, it has a disc witl1 a rim turned to a Yery accurate and sinooth convex conical surface. The follower is a disc whose rin1 is turned to a concave conical su1face, exactly :fitting that of the dri,er. When the driver is pushed forward by means of the lever, so as to press the two conical surfaces together, it 
	T

	The angle of obliquity of the conical surfaces should be just great enough to prevent any risk of their beco1ning jan1n1ed against each other, so as to prevent disengage,nent; and for that purpose an angle of l 0or thereabouts is sufficient. 
	° 

	,1
	In the frictional sector coupling (invented by Mr.-Bodmor} the follower is a cylindrical box, loose on the shaft, and carrying a circular disc-plate with a hoop-shaped rim. The inner cylindrical surface of that rim is turned true and smooth. The driver consists of a boss fixed on and tnrning with the shaft, and carrying an expanding disc composed of two sectors, with true and smooth cylind1·ical rims, fitting the inner surface of the rirn of the followers. Those sectors can be simnltaneougly movt!d from or 
	-
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	When moved inwards, they cease to tŁuch that rim, and the connection ceases. (See Fairbairn On MiJlwork, Part II, Edition of1863, pp, 91, 92.) 
	In Mr. R. D. Napier's disengaging-gear the pushing forward in the usual way of a cylindrical clutch-box causes two segmentalpieces to grasp between them a drum that rotates with the shaft, and so to communicate rotation to a disc to which they are attached.
	In the friction-disc disengagement (Mr. Weston's invention) a set of fiat discs are made to turn along with the shaft by means of grooves and feathers, and are capable of shifting longitudinal1y toa small extent. Between each pair of that first set of discs is placed a disc belonging to a second set, which are loose on the shaft, but are made to tum along wit'4 it when required, by pressing them between the discs of the first set. The second set of discs,by means of grooves and feathers at their outer edge
	with

	262. Dh,cnpgement• acting by Bolling "•ntact.-A pair of wheels acting on each other by rolling contact may be engaged disengaged when required by pressing then1 together and drawing them asunder, the axis of one of them being made moveable forthat purpose; and this is practised in grooved frictional gearing ofthe kind described in Article 111, page 150.
	and

	The principle of another method of effecting engagement and disengagement by wheels in rolling contact is shown in fig. 213. 
	Figure
	Fig. 213. 
	A and Bare the traces of the fixed axes of a pair of equal wheels, "' hose su1Jaces do not touch each othŁr: A being the driver and B 
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	the follower. C is the trace of the moveable axis of an intermediate idle wheel, which drives B,and is driven by A; Dbeingthepitch· point of A and C, and Ethe pitch-point of C and B. The straightline DE is the common line of connection of the three wheels; and as pressure only, and not tension, can be transmitted along that line from the first wheel to the third wheel, the connection ceases if the motion is reversed. To disengage the wheelŁ while in motion forwards, the axis C is shifted so as Ło put an end
	The angles of obliquity, C D E = C E D, which the line of connection D E makes with the two lines of centres, A C and B C, ought to be a little greater than the "angle of reposeo" of the surfaces of the wheels, in order that the wheel C may not become jammed betwee11 the wheels A and B; but it ought not to be greater than is just sufficient to prevent the risk of jamming; in order that the force with which C must be pressed towards A andB may not become unnecessarily great. The value of that forceand of the
	-

	Cylindrical surfaces without grooves. 
	Metal on Metal; d, 10; slimy, 8; greasy, 4. 
	ry
	°
	°
	° 

	°°
	Metal on Oak; dry, 28 ; wet, 14.
	Metal on Elm; d, 13.
	ry
	° 

	; wet, 20; greasy, I3. 
	Leather on Metal ; dry, 29½ 
	0 
	°
	° 

	°
	Leather on Oak, 17. 
	Grooved metal surfaces, as in frictional gearing; about 28
	° 
	. 

	The construction, therefore, for desiing this disengagementwhen the centres A and B are given, is as follows : from the straight line AB lay off the equal angles C A B = C B A, each a little greater .than the angle of repose; the intersection C willn1ark the centre of the required intermediate wheel. The proportion borne by its radius to the equal radii of the wheels .A and B is in the main a n1atter of convenience ; but should there be no reason to the contrary, all three radii may be n1ade equal. 
	gn
	,
	· 

	263. Di•enKaaement• and BcYer•ing-Gear actlna br 81ldln• <,oa• tact.-A pair of toothed wheels, whether spur, bevel, or skew·bevel, may be thrown into or out of gear by shifting one of them aJong its axis. This sort of disengagement belongs to the class Łn which n1otion is transmitted by pressure; so that the velocity•rat10 and the relative position of the pieces are definite, and the co· munication of motion abrupt. Another way of making it act IS to have the wheels always in gearing with each other, and to
	Ł

	Łffect the engagement and disengagement of one of them b
	y 
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	page 295. 
	bevel-wheels, B, C, that turn loose 
	on the driven shaft, D D. A
	double clutch, E, sliding along 
	a feather on the latter shaft, ismade, by means of a collar andlever, to lay hold of the one orthe other of the bevel-wheels
	B, C, according to the direction in which the is to
	shaft D D 
	rotate. 
	A 
	_ __ . 1 
	D
	1> 
	264. Di1enpsemeau and Re
	Łeninc-Gear by Band-.-Whenrotation is transmitted from oneshaft to another by means of a. 
	belt and a pair of pulleys, the
	form of engaging and disengaging-gear employed is the "fast and, loose pulley " already described in Article 170, pages 184 and 185.
	The fork mentioned there is called 
	J?ig. 214. 

	.a belt-guide, or belt-shifter. It is
	evident that the contrivance of the fast and loose pulley is applicable to belts·alone, and not to cords and chains. 
	Reversing-gear by means of belts with fwit and loose pulleys is arranged in the following way: on the driven shaft is one fast pulley, between two loose pulleys, one for each of the two belts,which run in opposite directions. In the act of reversing themotion, care should be taken that the belt which has been driving the fast pulley is shifted completely on to its own loose pulleybefore any part of the other belt is shifted on to the fast pulley. 
	A method of engaO'iDO' and disengaging ·connection by bands, applicable to cords as Łell as to belts, is to tighten and slacken band when required, by means of a straining pull, as alreadydescribed in Article 174, page 188. 
	the
	ey

	265. Dl•enaaaementa and BeYenlag-Gear acting by Linkwork.-. 
	Amongst disengagements acting exampleflof intermittent linkwork described 197, pages206 to 213; and in most of those examples, besides the periodical disengagement which takes }}lace at each return stroke, there exists also the means of making a permanent disengagement, by fixing the click or catch so as to prevent it from taking hold of the 
	by 
	linkwork 
	are 
	all 
	the 
	in 
	Article 194 
	to 
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	teeth. In fig. 146, page 207 ( described at page 208), is anexaŁple of reversing-gear in linkwork. 
	In ordinary linkwork (as distinguished from click-and-ratcetwork) the means of disengagement consist in connecting the with the pin at one of the connected points by means of a gab(as at A, fig. 215); that is, a deep notch wi�h plane sides and 
	Ł
	link 
	a. 

	semi-cylindrical bottom, fit
	-

	ting the pin accurately but 
	c ----J') '"l,Ł===========;;;;; easilv. The link is thrown 
	7
	out Łfgear when required, by 
	C/U ,Ł 

	Fig. 215. moving the gab clear of the
	pin, either by hand or bsuitable mechanism. Sometimes the gab is provided with spreading jaws, to enable it the more easily to lay hold of the pin whenthe connection is to be re-engaged. 
	y

	Another case of disengagen1ent by linkwork is that of the liooks in a ,Jacquard loom. At each shot or stroke of the loom there certain threads of the warp that have to be raised and loweredagain, ,vhile other threads remain at rest; the order and arrangen1ent of threads so treated being varied at each shot, in a mannedepending on the pattern to be woven. In fig. 216, B C is a hook, of which the lower end is connected with a thread: the hook is 
	are 
	r 

	kept in a nearly vertical posi
	!''t 

	tion by passing easily through 
	a hole at D in a horizonta
	l 

	Jt sliding -bar, D E, called a
	/.··Ł-(.:-·:, 1, 
	u l ., needle; and the hooked upper 
	• ;I
	,

	· end, at B, overhangs a hori
	,, 
	'
	I 

	l 
	l 
	A 
	••

	I 

	•,t. 
	zontal bar or rail, A, which is
	•'
	' 
	<!arried by a frame ha vi.ng 
	'.
	,·
	. 
	a 

	I I 
	' I 
	F vertical reciprocating motion, 
	,. 

	I I 
	' I 
	,,
	,. 
	of the extent represented by
	ln7 

	A A'. In the position showby full lines and capital letters
	n
	E
	:.:-:i::

	I:.I 
	' 1 u. 
	II lifted by the rail A; but when 
	,,••

	' 
	' the needle is drawn back to the position de, the hook n1ade to assume the position 
	.
	• 
	is 

	C 
	Fig. 21G. C d bshown in dotted lines, 
	f 

	in ,vhich it stands disengaged f'rom the rail, and remains at rest during the next stroke. needles are usually drawn back by means of springs, and pushedforward by the for,vard otroke of a drun1, F, which turns about horizontal axi8, and has also, along with that axis, a recipt·ocatinin the dit·ection of the length of the needles. The drum 
	The 
	a
	g
	motion 
	ia 

	j I 
	I' 
	:,
	'• 

	the hook stands ready to be 
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	which are not to be pushed forward. 
	durinthe retlrn stroke a catch Pulls it round 
	Ł 
	Ł
	so 
	as 
	to 
	bring 
	a

	.
	new face opposite the needles, with a new card proper arrangement of holes for the next stroke. number to pattern, are linked to(J'etherat their longer edges, so as to form, as it were, a flat hangs over the drum, bywhose rotation they 
	upon 
	it, 
	having 
	a. 
	The 
	cards 
	in
	sufficient 
	produce 
	the 
	entire 
	chain 
	Łhich
	are 
	brouo-ht 
	round 

	one by one to act on the ends, E, of the needles. 
	0 

	The Jacquard Apparatus, of dn1m, cards, needles, and hooks, may be applied to many purposes besides that of lifting the threads of a 
	warp. 
	266. Disenpgemena. acdnc by HydrauUc «,onneedon-ValYe
	..
	-
	-


	When the driver and follower are two pistons, and the former transmits motion to the latter by means of an intervening mass of fluid (as in Articles 207 to 211 A, pages 221 to 227), the engagement and disengagement are effected by opening and closing a valve in the passage through which the displaced fluid flowse: as bas been already stated in Article 211, page 224. If the forward motion of the driving piston is to go on while the valve is closed, some other outlet must be opened for the fluid which it dis
	A reversing action takes place in hydraulic connection, when a stream of fluid is admitted, bymeans of suitable valves, so as to act alternately on the two sides of a piston, as in a double-acting waterpressure engine. 
	In all cases in which the motion of a piston driven by a fluid is reversed, an outlet, with a suitable valve, must be provided for the escape from the cylinder, during the return stroke, of the mass of fluid by which the previous forward stroke was 
	produced.

	267. Principle• of the Action of · Va1..e..-It would be out of place here to describe in detail ous kinds of valves used in machinery; and therefore a summary onlyof the general principlesof their construction and action, far as those principles can be considered as forming part of Geometry of Machines, wnowbe given, chiefly abridged from .A Manual, of tlie Steam Engine and 
	the vari
	so 
	the 
	Ł 

	other Prime Movers. 
	ith eference to 
	":
	Ł
	by

	Valves in general, considered 'thmeans 
	Ł 

	._
	which they are moved, may be d1v1deŁ into principal classes : -Valves sometimes called clacks, which are opened and shut bythe pressŁre of the fluid that traverseseteir openings, and are 
	three 
	Ł

	.
	usually intended for the purpose of ŁerŁ1tt1ng the passage of fluid in one direction only, and stopping its 1·eturn ;-valves movedby hand;-and valves moved by mechanism. When a piston 
	the
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	drives a fluid, as in ordinary pumps, the valves are usually moved by the fluid: when tl1e fluid drives the piston, it is in generalnecessary that the valves should be moved by hand or by mechanism. In water-pressure engines that work occasionally and atirregular intervals, such as hydraulic hoists and cranes, the valvesare usually opened and shut byhand; in those which work periodically and continuously, they are moved by mechanism connectedwith the engine. Valves, when considered with reference to kind 
	the 

	The seat of a valve is the fixed surface on which it rests, against which it presses. 
	or 

	The/ace of a valve is. that part of its surface which comes in contact with the seat. 
	When a valve occurs in the course of a pipe or pa�a.ge, the valvebox or chamber, being that part of the passage in which the valve works, should always be of such a shape as to allow a free passage for the fluid when the valve is open, so that the fluid may pass valve with as little change of area of the stream as possible; and ifnecessary for that purpose, the valve-chamber may be made o! larger diameter than the rest of the passage. 
	the 

	A valve moved by mechanism has almost always a periodicalreciprocating motion, by which it is alternately opened and shut.The simplest mode by which that motion can be given is by a.crank, or an eccentric, carried by some continuously-rotating piece,and acting through a rod; as in Articles 184 to 186, pages 19 6 to 198;and such is the ordinary way of moving slide-valves. Drop-valveare sometimes worked by the same kind of mechanism, with the addition of a contrivance for setting them down very gently, of the
	s 
	of 

	The principal forms of valves are the following:
	-

	!. The Bonnet-Valve or Conical Valve is the simplest form of drop-valve, and is a .flat or slightly arched circular plate whoface, being formad by its rim, is sometimes a frustum of a cone,and sometimes a zone of a sphere, the latter figu1·e being the best. Its seat, being the rim of the circular orifice which the valve closes,is of the same figure with the face or l'im of the valve, and the valve-face and its seat are turned and ground to fit each othero· exactly, so that when the valve is closed no fluid 
	se 
	The 
	° 

	To ensure that the valve shall rise and fall vertically, and alwaysreturn to its seat in closingit is sometimes provided with a spi,ndl,e, 
	, 

	"' 
	mo.,ing through a ring or cylindrie&l IIOOket. A lcnob on the end 
	.
	of the apuulle preveni. tho ,.Uve from riling too high. When the 
	v1;:':nŁ!:.: th:Oe:;h ?.t:;!gŁŁ:i:J:,Ł::i!':tJ:::.::'dl!
	0

	or a lever, IIO u to be the means of transmitting motion to the valve. 
	II. The BaU (Jk,d: is a drop,ŁveoŁ the Conn of au accllmklly-
	Ł':f..:!'ŁŁ"';,Łl!j'Ł&!: :ŁŁ:.:ili.r.::t:Ł11:: .... !t:: 
	en 
	I
	t
	e

	-i,}wricalezone. 
	111. TheDi.,.,J«leConiMl Yal..,isecompoaed of a flerico oC eon
	-

	§Jf!Ł;ŁJŁ:£1:ŁŁ;Ł:frŁ]Ł]fŁŁ!ii 
	t eeŁŁ'!•:ŁŁeaŁ:j:;.ŁŁŁ;.%1"::J!'Ł:CŁoŁo,ŁŁ! ::iv1: 
	IV. The /Joul.,lŁb,,al YalN is & drop-vain 110 contrived u to enable a Ł tuaŁ for a fluid to be openŁand shut eaailyunder a high p_,rn. F,g. 217 reprucnt.o a 11Ccl1on of t11e valve, with ital -ti, and chamber, lWd fig. 218 a plan of the valvo alone. 
	Figure
	Ł no. Y,c: 218. 
	Tho pipe B is vertical, and ii.. nppe,-rim canie,, one of the two .._lv&--ta, which are o! the Corm o! the fruatuin of a oone, &.Ddtachmarlr.eda. 
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	A frame C, composed of radiating partitions, fixed to and resting on the upper end of the pipe B, carries a fixed circular disc, rim forms the other conical valve-seat. 
	whose 

	The valve D is of the form of a turban, and has two annulaconical faces, ,vhich, when it is shut, rest at once on and fit equally close to the two seats, a, a. When the valve is raised, the fluid passes at once through the cylindrical opening between the lowedge of the valve and the upper edge of the pipe B, and througthe similar opening between the 11pper edge of the valve and the1·im of the circular disc. 
	r 
	er 
	h 

	The greatest possible opening of the valve is when its lower edgeis midway between the disc and the rim of the pipe B, and is given by the following formulao:
	-

	Let
	dbe the diameter of the pipe B ; 
	1 

	d, that of the disc ;
	2

	h, the clear height from the pipe to the disc, less the thickness the valve;
	of 

	A, the greatest area of opening of the valve; then 
	d + 
	d 

	1 
	2

	A= 3·1416 ·h; .................... (l.) 
	2 

	and in order that this may be at least equal to the area of the pipe
	B, viz., ·7854 <Pi, we should have 
	h at least = ; •••••••••••• • ••••••(2.)
	h at least = ; •••••••••••• • ••••••(2.)
	': 
	d
	2

	which, if, as is usual, d= dgives 
	2 (
	d
	i
	)
	1 
	2' 

	d
	hut least ;;.................... (2 A.) 
	= 
	.

	but h is in general considerably greater than the limit fixed by this 
	rule. 
	If the upper and lower seats are of equal diameter, the valve called an equilibrium-valve; and this is the kind of double-beat valve most commonly used in ste.am engines. In water-pressure engines, pumps, and hydraulic apparatus generally, the lower valveseat is generally made a little larger than the upper. 
	is 
	· 

	V. A common Flap-Valve is a lid which opens and shuts byturning on a hinge. The face aud seat are planes. 
	A pair of flap-valves placed hinge to hinge constitute a "butterfly clack." The chamber of a flap-valve should be of considerablygreater diameter than the valve. 
	VI. A Fle:cible Flap-Valve consists of a piece of some flexiblematerial, such as waterproof canvas or India. rubber. It may be rectangular, so as to have one edge fixed to the seat, and the 
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	opposite edge attached to a bar, by moviug which it is opened and shut; or it may be circular, and fixed to the seat at the centre;and this is the forn1 usually adopted for self-acting flexible flapvalves pumps. The seat of the flap consists of a flat horizontal grating, or a plate perforated with holes. To prevent a circular flap-valve from rising too high, it is usually provided with a guard, which is a thin metal cup formed like a segment of a sphere, grated or perforated like the valve-seat, to which i
	in 

	VII. The Disc-and-Pivot Valve, or Throttle-Valve, consists of a thin flat metal plate or disc, which, when shut, fits closely the opening of a pipe or passage, generally circular in section, but sometimes rectangular. The valve turns upon two pivots orjournals, placed at the extremities of a diameter traversing its centre.
	When the valve is turned so as to lie edgeways along the passage, the current of fluid passes with very little obstruction : when it is tu-rned transversely, the current is stopped, or nearly stopped. :By placing the valve at various angles, various openings can be made. If the valve, when shut, is perpendicular to the axis of the pipe, the opening for any given inclination of the valve to that axis is proportional to the coversed-sine of tlie i1iclination. If the valve is oblique ,vhen shut, the opening a
	The face of this valve is its rim; its seat is that part of tl1e internal surface of the passage which the rim touches when the valve is shut; and those surfaces ought to be made to fit very accurately, without being so tight as to cause any difficulty in opening the valve. 
	One of the journals of the valve usually passes through a bush or a stuffing-box in the pipe, so as to afford the means of communicating motion to the valve from the outside. 
	VIII. Slie-Valves.-Tbe seat of a slide-valve consists ofa planemetal surface, very accurately formed, part of which is a rim sur-1·ounding the orifice or port, ,vhich the valve is to close, and from 
	d

	! to _!_ of the breadth of that orifice, while the remainder extends 
	4 20 
	to a distfrom the orifice equal to the diameter of the valve, in order that the valve, when in such a position as to leave the completely open, shall still have every part of its face in contact with the seat. 
	ance 
	port

	The valve is of such dimensions as to cover the port together 
	X 
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	with that Fortion of the seat which forms a rim surrounding the port. The face of the valve must he a true plane, so as to slide smoothly on the seat. As to the periodical motion of slidevalves, see the uext Article. 
	llotating slide-valt'es are sometimes used, in which the valve and its seat are a pair of circular plates, having one or more equal and similar orifices in them. 'fhe passage is opened by turning the valve about its centre until its openings are opposite to those of the seat, and shut by turning it so that its openings are oppositesolid portions of the seat. (See page 314.)
	IX. 
	IX. 
	IX. 
	A Jiston-Jtalve is a piston moving to and fro in a cylinder,whose internal surface is the valve-seat. The port i8 formed by a ring or zone of openings in the cylinder, communicating with a pa8sage which surrounds it; and by moving the piston to either with the opposite end of the valve-cylinder. 
	.>
	side of those openings, that passa.ge is put in communication 


	X. 
	X. 
	Cocks.-This term is sometimes applied to all valves which are opened and shut by hand; bnt its proper application is to those valves which are of the form of a frustum of a cone, or conoid,turning in a seat of the same figure. 


	In the most corumon f<>rm of cock, the seat is a hollow cone of slight taper, having its axis at right angles to the pipe in whose course it occurs. The valve is a cone fitting the seat accurately, and having a transverse passage thron&h it of the same figure and size ,vith the bore of the pipeŁ so that. in one position it forms simply a continuation of the pipe, and offers no obstruction to the current, while, by tnrning it into different angular positions, the opening may be closed either partially or who
	268. Periodical Molten of Slidf'•Valvee.-'fhe motion of a slide• valve driven by a crank or an eccentric is a case of approrirna!A harmonic motion, as already de�cribed in Article 239, page 250; and in most cases which occur in practice, it may be treated, without material en·or, as if it we1·e exact harmonic motion : that. is to say, the travel or lengtl,, of stroke of tlte slide is twice the eccentric-arm; the slide is iu its rniddle position when the eccentricarm is sensibly at right angles to the line
	° 
	° 
	° 
	-
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	placement is = A G; and when the phase is = L. FAM, the displacement is = AN, in the contrary direction to that of the displacement A G. 
	Uoder the geometry of comprehended the rulesby which the movement of the slide-valve of an engine is made to bearrelations to that of the crank with which the pistonis connected. The following are terms used in those rulese:
	machinery are 
	cert.a.in 
	-

	The two opposite sides of the port, ur oblong opening in the on-side and the eduction-si,de;-the former being the side at which the fluid enters the port; the latter, the side at which it is discharged. 
	seat of a slide-valve, are distinguished as the inducti

	The lap, or cover, of a slide-valve at one of its edges is the extent to which that edge overlaps the adjoining edge of r1. the port which it covers when the slide-valve is x. ', in its middle position. In fig. 219 a of part of a vertical slide-valve and its port; W is the lower port of a cylinder; X, thelower half of the slide-valve, in its n,iddleposition; U is the induction-side, and V the ,,eduction-side, of the port; C is the induction,
	is 
	section 
	-

	Fig. 219. 
	edge, and P the eduction-edge of the valve; UC 
	is the lap on the i'llduction-side, aud V P the lap on tlie eductionsi.de: the hollow part of the valve opposite X is called the exliaustcavity.
	It is evident that the opening and closing of the port at either side take place at the instants when the displace.1nent of the slidein a direction awafrom that side is equal to the lap at that side; and that the port remains open at that side so long as the displacement in the proper direction is greater than the lap. Thus, the port W remains. gpen at the side U, so long as the displacement of the slide towards P is greater than U C; and at the side V, so long as the displacement of the slide toward� 0 is
	y 

	instant at which the port is first opened at the inductioside is called the instant of admission,· that at which it is closed of suression, or cut-off; that at which it is first opened at th; eduction-side, the instant of release; that at which it is closed at 
	The 
	n
	pp

	the eccentric is to be understood the
	By the an,gular admnce of· angle at which the eccentric-arm stands in advance of that position which would bring the slide-valve to mid-stroke when the crank i;at its dead-points: in other words, the excess above 90° of the 
	°
	phase of the eccentric when the phase of the crank is 0; or in 
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	symbols, phase of eccentric -phase of crank -90. When the slide is at its middle position at the same instant at which the crank is at a dead-point, the angular advance is nothing. 
	° 

	RuLE I.-Given, the positions of the crank at the instants of admis8ion and cut-off; to find the proper angular advance of the eccentric, and the proportion of the lap on the induction-side to the half-t1·avel of the slide.* 
	In fig. 220, let A B and AC be the positions of the crank at the beginniug and encl of the forward stroke; let the arrow sho,v the direction of rotation; let Xx be perpendicular tu BC; let A D be the position of the crank at the instant of cut-off, and 
	Figure
	X 
	Figure
	Fig. 220. 
	A E its position at the instant of admission. Draw A F, bisecting the angle E A D; A F will represent the position of the 
	... The method used in this and the following rules is that of Professor Dr. Zeuner, of the Swiss Federal Polytechnic School at Zurich, published in his treatise on Slide-valve Gearing, entitled, Die Scltieberateuerungen. 
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	crank at the instant when the slide is at the .forward end of its stroke; and F A X will be the angular advance of the eccentric. 
	Lay off the distance A F to represent the ha]f-travel and on A F as a diameter describe the circle A H F G, cuttinc,' A D 
	· 
	in

	0 
	. 
	AG
	G and A E 1n H; then 
	A F 
	= A 

	lap at tl,,e induction-side to 
	lap at tl,,e induction-side to 


	AH . 
	AH . 
	. 

	half-travel; and A 
	G 
	A 
	H 
	will

	= 
	represent that lap, on the same scale on which AF half-travelOn the same scale, I K represents the width o.f open,ing of thevalve at he beinning of the str?kŁ, sometimes calleŁ the "leaof 
	represents 
	the
	. 
	f
	g_
	.
	d 

	.,
	the slide. Strictly speaking, this 1s the lead of the 1nduction-eclcreof the slide only; the lead of the centre of the slide beino AI{.that is, its distance from its middle position at the beginning of th; forward stroke. 
	RuLE II.-Gi ven, the data and results of the preceding rule, and the position, A M, of the crank at the instant of release; to find the ratio of lap on the eduction-side to half-trave], and the position of the crank at the instant of compression. Produce F A to L, making AL = A F; on AL as a diameter <lraw a circle cutting 
	A M in N ; then ! � will be the required raiio of lap at eduction,
	S'ide to hal;:travel. 
	A draw the circular at·c NP, cutting the circle again P; join AP; then AP ,vill be the required JJosition of tlte crank at the instant ofcompression. 
	About 
	AL 
	in 

	RuLE III.-Given, the data and results of Rule I., and the position, A Q, of the crank at the instant of compression; to_ find the ratio of lap at the eduction-side to half-travel, and the positionof the crank at the instant of release. Produce F A as before ; on AL = FA as a diameter draw a circle cutting A Q in P; 
	will be the requ.ired ratio ef lap at ttte eduction-side to half
	will be the requ.ired ratio ef lap at ttte eduction-side to half
	!r

	travel.
	A draw the circular arc P N, cutting the again in N; join A N; A N will be the position of the crank at 
	About 
	circle 
	AL

	RULE IV.-Given, the eccentric, half-travel of the slide, and the lap at both sides; to find the positions crank at the instant8 of admission, and Draw the straight lines BA O and Xpendicular to each other; and take B and C to represent the deadpoints. Let the arrow denote the direction of rotation. DrawL, making the angle F A X = the angular advance of eccentric; and make A F = A L = half-travel. 
	the 
	angular 
	advance 
	of 
	the
	of 
	the 
	cut-off, 
	release
	compression. 
	Ax 
	per:
	F 
	A 
	the
	On 
	A 
	F 
	and 
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	AL as diameters, draw circles. About A, with a radius equal to 
	the lap at ,the induction-side, draw an arc cutting the circle on 
	A F in H and G; also, with a radius equal to the lap at the 
	eduction-side, draw an arc cutting the circle on A L in N and P. 
	Draw the straight lines A H E, A G D, A N M, A P Q. These 
	will represent respectively the positions of the crank at the instants 
	of' adrnisswn, cut-off, release, and compresswn. 
	The eccentric may act on the slide, not directly, but through a. 
	train of levers and linkwork. The effect of this on the application 
	of the rules is merely to substitute for the actual eccentric-arm a 
	virtual eccentric-arm eqnal to the half-travel of the slide. 
	The effects of the link-motion, of double slides, and of moveable slide-v�ve seats, in modifying the length and position of the virtual eccentritc-arm, have been already described in Articles 239 to 241, pages 250 to 260. 
	SECTION II.-0/ Adjustments/or Changing Speed and Stroke. 
	269. General Esplanatlon•.-All n1ethods of changing the velocity-l'atio of an elementary comhiuation in a machine operate by changing the position of their line of connection ; for on the position of that line the velocity-ratio depends, according to the principle already explained in Article 91, page 78. In some cases the con1bination contains two or more pairs of acting surfaces (such as wheels or pulleys), one or oth�r of which can be thrown into gear accor<ling to the velocity-ratio required; and then
	b

	In the case of liukwork the change of velocity-ratio is often connected with a change of length of stroke. 
	}Jany of the most ordinary and useful adjustments for changing speed have already been described under the head of elementary or of aggregate combinations; and in such cases it will be sufficient in the present section to reter to the place where the detailed description is to be found. 
	Adjustments for changing speed, like engaging and disengaginggear, may in moi:1t cases be distinguished into two classes, according as the connection is made by pres8ure or by friction. In the for1ner case the change of velocity-ratio is definite, and in most instances sudden; in the latter case, gra.dual,and to a, certain extent indefinite. 
	270. (Jhan•••• 8peed by Frir-1loa•W•ee1 .. -To obtain changes of speed by means of friction-wheels, a pair of parallel shafts are to be provided with as many pairs of wheels as there are to be different velocity-ratios; each pair of wheels being connected with each other, not di1ectly, but by means of an intermediate idle wheel, 
	;

	CHANGING SPEED. 
	· --------:::;;Ł:a A 
	which can be thrown into or out of gear at pleasure, as in the second method of disengagement described in Article 262, page297; the only difference being that whereas in that Article the two principal wheels of the pair are described as being eq nal, in the present case they will in general be unequal. The rule as to the obliquity of the line of connection is tbe same. (See page 298.)
	A co1nbination of fi.-iction-wheels in which the velocity-ratio is changed by degrees during the K � motion, is shown in fig. 221. (Itforms part of Morin's Integrating Dynan1ometer.) A is a plaue circular disc, turning · about an axis perpendicular to its own plane. B is a wheel <ll'iven by the friction of · Fig. 221. 
	I 

	the disc against its edge; and it turns 
	about an axis that cuts the axis of .A at right angles. The angular velocity of B varies proportionally to its distance from the centre of A, and is varied by altering that distance. 
	271. t:hanain3 Speed by Toothed \Vbeel11.-The ordinary method of producing precise and definite changes of the angi1lar velocityratio of two rotating shafts is by means of cliange-wlteels: that is to say, there are sevenll pairs or trains of wheels, suited to a certain series of velocity-ratios; and one or other of those pairs or trains of wheels is thrown into gear accordiug to the comparative speed that is wanted at the tin1e. 
	Sometirnes the wheels are 1nade so as to be put on tl1e shafts and taken off at pleasure. If an intermediate idle wheel is not used, between two shafts connected by pair;:; of change-wheels, there must be as many pairs of change-wheels as there are different velocity-ratios; because the sum of the geometrical radii of each pair must l>e equal to the line of centres; but by the het> of anintermediate idle wheel, any two wheels which are not so large as to touch each other may be put into connection; so that 
	1
	may 
	different

	Change-wheels are frequently arranged so as to be thrown into or out of gear by shifting the whole series longitudinally alonlY' with the shaft that carries them. For example, in fig. 222 AA and B B are a pair of parallel axes; and the transverse lines marked I, 2, 3, &c., represeut he radii of two series of chaugewheels carried by shatts th<)se axes respectively.To each wheel of one series there corresponds a wheel in the other series, marked with the same figure ; and any such pait· can be thrown into ge
	Ł
	turning about 
	-
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	nally. To place the wheels on the shafts so as to occupy the least possible space, the following rules are to be observed :-Let b denote the breadth of the rim of a wheel, plus a small allowance for clearance. Range the radii of the wheels on A in such a n1anner that the greatest shall be in the middle, ,vith a diminishing series on 
	A 12 3 4 :-; t:7 A 
	A 12 3 4 :-; t:7 A 
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	Fig. 222. 
	each side of it. Then, commencing at the two ends of the double Reries, make the two endmost intervals between the n1iddle planes 
	of the wheels on the axis A ( 12 ad 76 in Łhe figure), each = b;
	1!:

	-
	the pair of intervals next them (2 3 and 6 5 in the figure), each = 2b; the next pair (3 4 and 54), each = 3 b; and so for any nnn1ber of intervals that may be required. Then make the interval between the middle planes of each pair of wheels on the axis B greater by one breadth,, b,_ than the corresponding interval on the axis A. 
	272. 
	272. 
	272. 
	C,hnnaiina Speed by Bands and Palleys.-The most convenient way of changing the velocity-ratio of rotation of a pair of shafts, where absolute precision in the ratio is not required, is by means of "eeed-cones," which have already been described in Article 175, page 185. "\Vhen a series of pulleys is used "·ith radii changingstep by step, the motion must be stopped in order to shift the band from one pair of pulleys to another; and this is applicable to cords as well as to belts. When tapering conoidal pulle
	sp


	273. 
	273. 
	Chanatna Stroke in Llakwork.-The principles upon which the length of stroke in linkwork depends have been explained in Article 186, page 197. When a piece receives a reciprocatingmotion from a lever, a crank, or an eccentric, the Rimplest way of changing the length of stroke is to change the distance of the connected point in the lever, crank, or eccentric, from its axis of motion. In the case of a continuously rotating crank or eccentric, this can be done by means of an adjusting screw, the motion being 
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	stopped when an alteration is to be made; but in the case of a recipl'ocating lever, the pin to which the connecting-rod is jointed n1ay be carried by a stud, capable of sliding in a slot in the lever, and having its position in that slot adjusted by n1eans of a rod and a handle which can be shifted while the machinery is in n1otion. Sufficient examples of the latter kind of action have already beengiven under the head of link-motions, in Article 240, pages 253 to:.!60. 
	Fig. 223 represents a train of link work proposed by ,villis, for 
	· 

	adjustingthevelocity-ratio 
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	and comparative length of :frv
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	stroke of two reciprocating 
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	centred at A, and capable of being adjusted to any
	required angular position. 
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	At B, the other end of the 
	At B, the other end of the 
	f
	.E ,1,; 
	train-arm, is centred the 

	reciprocating lever B C, 
	reciprocating lever B C, 
	I{

	connected with the points 
	equal inlength to B A, and 
	c, 
	11
	I

	D and E by the links C D Fig. 223. 
	and CE. 
	lever BC oscillates through a small angle to eitl1er
	While 
	the 

	. 
	very nearly exact:
	-

	Velocity of C: velocity of D : velocity of E 
	• • BA : BF : BG; 
	• •

	in which BF and BG denote the lengths of perpendiculars let fall from Bon AD and A E respectively; and the same proportions hold very nearly for the lengths of stroke of those three points; hence those proportions can be made to assume any required the mechanism is in motion, by adjusting of the train-arm AB.
	value 
	while 
	the
	position 

	274. «,IJanglnSpeed with Hydraulic «Jonnectlon.-The comparative speed of a piston driven by a fluid may be altered bya.ltering the nt1mber of driving-pistons which force the fluid into the cylinder of the driven piston at the same time. For example, 
	(C 
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	in some hydraulic presses it is desirable to diminish step by step the ratio which the velocity of the press-plunger bears to that of the pump-plungers; and that is done by forcing water into the press-cylinder at first by means of several pumps at once, and diminishing their number as the process goes on, until at last only one is ket at work. 
	p
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	ADDENDUM TO ARTICLE 267, PAGE 306. 
	81ide-ValYN--Another class of rotating slide-valves is that in which the seat of the valve forms part of a cylindrical surface, usually concave; the face of the valve fo1-ms an arc of a corresponding cylindrical surface, convex when the seat is concave; and the reciprocating motion of the valve takes place by rocking, or· oscillating rotation, about the axis of the cylindrical surfaces. The " Corliss " valves are an example of this. 
	A straight-sliding slide-valve and its seat are also sometimes of a cylindrical for1n, the reciprocating motion taking place parallel to the axis of the cylinder.
	There are instances of plane-faced slide-valves which have motions of curvilinear translation, produced by aggregate combinations of linkwork: for example, Hunt's slide-valves. 









